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ALSTRACT

This report describes the development of a light-scattering cascade impactor to

measure the size distribution of fog droplets in the range from 0. 5 micron to 16

microns. The instrument comprises six impaction stages, each equipped with a

forward-light-scattering optical system to measure fog droplets of siz-e <16, <8, <4,
Q2 <1, and <0. 5 micron, respectively. An impaction stage to remov- particles

larger than 16 microns is installed at the instrument intake. Two additional stages are

!.arnished for calibration: af the electronic and optical systems.

Feasibility of a condensation-nuclei counter based on the principle of electrostatic

precipitation was investigated in the laboratory.
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INVESTIGATION OF METHODS TO MEASURE SIZE DISTRIBUTION
Or FOG DROPLETS AND CONDENSATION NUCLEI

INTRODUCTION

The research program covered in this report wat concerned with the development
of two instruments, one for measuring iog droplets and the other for counting conden-

eawtin nuclei.

A field-tested version of the first instrument, including operating instructions and
calibration curves, has been delivered to the Air Force Cambridge Research Labora-
tories. This instrument incorporates elements of two well-tested devices, the Battelle
Cascade Impactor and the Naval Research Laboratories forward-light-scattering
Penetrometer (see Appendix II). Some suggestions for the further improvement of thij
instrument are made.

The second instrurren. is based on the principle of electrostatic precipitation. The
laboratory instrument that was assemblid and tested demonstrated the feasibility of the
general approach. However, two alternative systems for nuclei charging were consid-
ered, and it was not possible to incorporate both in the laboratory model. Therefore,
laboratory investigation of the second alternative is recommended before a selection is
mado.

For convenience in discussing the two aspects of the research program, this
report is organized an two major sections:

(1) Fog-Droplet Measurement

(Z) Condensation Nuclei Counting.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Several possibilities for Lmproving the operation of the light-scatterin; cascade
impactor were revealed during ;he rcse-rch progrant. It is recommended that work be

continued as outlined in detad.1 undvr "Further Improvement of the 1..Sht-Scattertng
Cascade !mpActor", page 10.

With respect to the condensatton-nuc¢e, coititing device, inve-stitation ,* rocom-
mended relIive to the feateibility of reducing the daclis asoctated with hckgrom-
ion •urrents by brznging nuclei into equiltbrium with a scortrolled ton atmosphere pro-

duc,'d by a radioactive source.



FOG-DROPLET MEASUREMENT

rhe de% elopment of the ight-scattering cascade impactor for fog-droplet mea-
surement involved five principal steps, each of which is described in detail in this
section of the report:

(1) Initial investigation with a three-stage laboratory device

(Z) Construction and calibration of a seven-stage manual
field instrument

(3) Field study

(4) Investigation of 45odegree light scattering

(5) Construction and calibr&tion of fully automatic
field instrument.

I he fully automatic field version wLs delivered on June 27, 1964, for operation at Otis
Air Force Bade with instructions for operation as given in Appendix I. Figures I and 2
shov, this version; calibration curves are given in Figure 3. A number of additio:nal
improvements for this instrument were suggested during the finajl portion of the develop-
ment program, and tnese are covered at the conclusion of this siection under "Further
Vmprovement of Light-Scattering Cascade Impactor". The instrument described here
measures droplet sizes below 16 microns through 0. 5 micron, with a printout of
equivalent mass per cubic meter of air sampled. Light-scattering devices made to
NRL specifications and purchased from National Instrument Laboratories of Washington,
D. C. , were incorporated in this instrument.

Initial Investigations

Initially, the AFCRL in4icated that the Cascade Impactor and a readout for each
impactor stage would be a practical means of continuous measurement .)f fog droplets.
Since zho Battelle Cascade Impactor(I) separates particles into sioe ranges, the majir
problem was how to measure the mass of droplets at each impactor stage. Three m.ans
of measuremont were investigated: (1) light scattering, (2) electric-resistance changes
of a wire grid, and (3) electric-resistance charges of lithium chloride.

It was decided that a combination *f the Cascade Imp-actor and a I%;ht-*catter~n%
device would be 0he best approach to measurement of Log droplets.

A tOree-stage light-ocattering cascads impactor was made with tmpacfiat slides
in only the first two stages.

Figure 4 is a photograph of th.- ,oev•ce s,'ýwtng the arrngemen'nt. The a1,&miniri-
coiored cascade impactor stages were deigned and made at Battele. Also, the aý
spot, wtring, and switch box sSwn b'low th* rSolar coiant-.-,|av •ra.sformer #ere



made in the Battelle laboratories. The light-source housing, optics, photomultiplier,
and electronic indicator were the purchased items adapted fo~r this devi-e. At the 'oio3Ifl
of the staaid is a vacuum pump and vacuum gauge. The pump is us~ed to draw ail
samples through the device for impaction and light -scattering analysis.

Figure 5 i3 a sketch showing a light -scattering ntage.

Figure 6 is a sketch showing general arrangement of optics,

Initially, considerable difficulty was encounte.-ed while checking out the pvcitLised
instrument electronics. It was determined that the instrument was not wired c~orrectly
according to the Naval Research Laboratories (who designed the original instrument).
A. c. curcent was carried to the d.c. meter through filament wit-to ti-Nt hads been
soldered to the d. c. circuit. The wiring was revised to eliminate the problem.

The lens chambers were xvpplled without an, means of calibrating the ph~oto-
multiplier output. Accordingly, calibrating holes were ',nade in dark spots on tile con-
denser lenses as NRL insl.riactions spec ified. Shieldos to cover the calibr&ating holesa
during operation of the instrument were designed and constructed.

Initial calibration runs were made using water aerosol@ tagged with a fluorescent
dye, uranine. Finally,, calibrations were made using a solution of 73 percent propylene
glycol and V7 percent distilled water containing 0. 126 g uranine / 100 ml solution, which
is in equilibrium at 60 percent relative humnidity, to fo.'rra the test aerosol. This solu-
tion was sprayed through three different oebulizers, a DrVilbiss No. 40, an O)hio, and a
Ocutreband, to vary aerosol maiss fiow rate and size distribution. The DeVilbiss wag
found to produce an aeriusol with a mass median diame~ter of 3. 5 micron. The mass
median diameter of the Ohio Nebulizer aerosol was 3. Z myicron whereas the Dcutreband
producedi an aerosol with a mass median dialmeter of 2. 0 -ticron.

Calibration of the light- sc atte ring imn~actor with a standard Battelle cascade
impactor established that the impa~ction characteristirs .o the light-scatte ring imnpactor
were identical to those of a standard impactor

Figure 7 shows the calibration data obtained with the initial thro,.-stage lig~!-!
scattering impactor. in obtaining these data, the first light- scatte ri- g stage wa~s placed
at various locations within a stanciard !six-stage cascade impactor. Stages Z and 3 were
islways in the same lo-cation and indicated -I and -0. 5-micron sites. StAge s' VhfeWs a
linear relationship of scattered light to map- tlow. S'~ago I was the original hoiii'zontp'l
stage pur-ehesodc from NIL. The tuatter of thec'e pokints may 4e due to sl'ort tes imes
I minutev for tach dots rmin~tion,. or possibly to this fifct that the- large horitcntat
chambeor did not reach eqqilibrium. H-)wrvr,. the mnajor interest of this calzbrat~or.
investigation was to establish the Isnearitiy of Stia;14. imrtpactor dosign and to correlate
this with. standard impoctors. This was satisfactoarily demonstrated by the abovce' work.

A R*Nrco particle classifier was used to compare the p~rtetce coiinto g~ven- by the
Rol-co. for u rnantn-togged aeroxcls, with the oUtpUt LOft the ; -cte'rgmract;1r.
A conr4tivtnt correlation was obtatnP4 bett'went the total court iý.f the Royco and the.
reading fvom sta.*e I -)f theP ligl~t-scatterang ~rpvo.Ho.vvr. the KItoco dad nnt

count ary parlicerv with. a di~ameter Xrea~er th~an appr~xi-n,%t*ii t2v macont. evsn when
aampl.ng an aerosol with 14 perc~nt of it# -nasp comprised of iiCflp'II.



Construction and Calibration of Manual Seven-Stage Field Instrýivient

The three-stage unit was revised mechanically, optically, and electronically ~or
development of the field instrument. These changes produced stages of equal sensi-
tivity, proportio~nal response of all four ranges, and reproducible operation.

Mechanical looseness of the light source (lamps) was corrected by a ctange in
the socket shape. Muvement of the light nource in the original unit contribute.4 to
erratic data.

A neow optical filter tureen was made to conform to the NRL specificationis.
This screen transmitted approximately 5 percent of the light and could be used only ior
the 100 percent range adjustment.

Char-,,a iriade to the electronic system provide a continuous scale of four ranges
from z-.r~j to 0. It 1, hi, and 100 percent. The original unit had only three rianges, with
no provision for a 10 percent ranZe. A mor,. precise balancing adjustment of the output
from the photomuitiplier tubes was accompli hed by inst&Axing a potentiorneter in the
input to each photomultiplier tube. This provided better cont rol of responae than the
previous potentiometers used only on the output of each tube.

After satiidactory operation of the prelimninary three-btage light -scattering
impactor, work was started on design of a field unit.

The Optics and Advanced Electronics groups at Battelle were consulted to estab-
lish refinements that would improve the field unit. Many changes were suggested that
could produce a better and more sensitive field unit. However, at this time it was
advisable to carry out only th:3se refinements saggested for improving the laboratory
model. In the future, after the field unit has been evaluated, some of the more
advanced aind sensitive devices may be incorporated in a litter model.

Desicr Charatcteristics

Figutre 8 is :i rhotograph 01 the manually operated field instrument. This field
unit of beven stageb was deuianed incorporating is venturi in the sampling train at the
light-scatte ring poizrt in each stage. This venturi effect plus the addition of con~e shaipes
an. the lliht -scattering chamber reduced the amoun~t of sample that passed into stagnan!
rtgions of the light- scattering chamber. Alt was decided that !his stagnant reg-ýan should
be lesft open to the sam~ple to eliminate the difficult problem of claan~n& - proposed
glass-enclosed sampling-tube arrangement that would be required to direct the sample
through the focal point of the light- scattoring chamnber. Another disadvantage of a
#liaI5-@nclosed sample tube would 6e a required radicat change in the o;',cs of the
system. Docausto of time an funding limritations, n~o radkca& 'changes in optics or vlec-
tronincs wore undertaken in the field model. The &bove-ment~i:ned conei, werr designed
to ?aeontiv-,flction threads cut in tht surface to eliminaele stma, light fromi theve
am eAf.

Ar. improved light socke.t -was des~gned into the systemi to hol6 th :1., Lnp rigid. The
optic il filter and black rpct plates were reck.t -igned to reduce weigh: aind (&L ditatr their
mov eme nt.



Camnera shutters were incorporated in the light train to provide a pusitive cutoff
of light to the photomultiplier tubes so that their operation could be contii uous, thereby
establishing a more stable operating condition. Only during recording of scattered-
light intensity from a 3tage would the shutter be open. Also, it was envisioned that the
ýris adjustment on these shutters could be changed to alter mechanically the amount of
tight that each photom'iiltiplier tube sees. This control could be used to balance or
equalize all photomultiplier responses.

The electronic system was altered to provide for a sieven-stage operation and to
control individually both the input and output of the seven photomultiplier tubes. A
constant -voltage transformer of greater capacity was used to handle seven lamps at one
time. The lamps were on all the time, sinCe off-on )~pe ration would reduce the life
and uniformity of the bulb response. In futtvre models a more e~aborate electronics
system may be warrante~d, as 3u1ggested by Battelle's Advanced Electronics Group.

The overall height of the field unit was reduced 1. 3 inches per stage as compared
with the preliminary unit. Practically all the parts were made of aluminum to reduce
weight, except original purchased brass pieces. These aluminum pFtrts were anodized
and blackened to minimize reflection. A &eparate stand was made with seven supports
to hold the seven stages when servicing slides and performing other operations.

A switch box containing a four-deck, eight-position switch and necessary electron-'
ics to zero and range seven-stage systems wao designed and built. This was completely
wired to provide an indicator white light I.)r each stage and a red light to indicatF! when
the optical filter should be in place. Outlets were~ also wired so that, in the futur--<
they could be used for automatically operating solenoids to actuate shutters and opt!ical
filteris in each stage of the li ght- catte ring unit.

After the unit was assembled, it was run continuously during the working day for
aboit 4 days while zerk -qs, and various ranging methods were tried. During this time,
the lamrp electric-contact springs in #hree %tages becamre too hot and lost tension even
though the stages were crisscross, as apparent in Figure 8. New lamp holders were
made incorporating electrical connections directly soldered to the balb. However, bulbs
continued to burn out., probably because of overheating. A Sorensen MVR 500 constant-
voltage -egulator was utilized to light all sever. lamps. With all seven lamps operating,
the volt..ge was 5 V~c.

Calib~ratioii

Various impaCtion dides (e. g. , glass and porou.s steel) were tried to establish
their relative merits. it was decided that a porous slitie was needed to hold drop~lets
for exterded periods of automatic recording of tog ecindtions.

Figure 9 Ahows the comparison of three difercm types of impactiorn-slide
arrangements in the standard impactor and the light-scatte ring impactor.

Establishing~ these comparisons was of value becauvk- uf the ca-librat~kut !echnniqie.
The calihr :.~on was accomplished by incorporating a tracer in the %erosol drop¼ ts. In
order to use this 4.echnique, ;t wat necessar%. to remove alt the tracer frofIL t:hi slides.
Class slides were used becau-te with glass slides it is co-n;Arativei'.- easy !o rernove the
,4racer, but porou* stainiless gtecl %I~des re~am the tracer, miaking anaiysis dfii:



Figure 10 is the calibration of the manual field model of the light- scattering
impactor. Calibration was accomplished in the laboratory by sampling water fogs
generated with a Hartman whistle and solid fluorescent aercsols generated by aerosol
packa-es. These a,trosols had rnasir mean particle diameters at 6 anid 0. 5 microns,
respectively. Calibration with the Hartman whistle was accomplished by adding a
known amount~ of fluorescent dye (uranine) to a measured amount of water before atomn-
izing. The s~lution was atomized in a chamber that contained air saturated with water
vapor. The c:hamber aerosol wax sampled with a regular Battelle cascade impactor and
with the light -scatte ring impactor. A fluorescence meter mneasuredl the amount of dye
collected by isach impa~ctor stage. During the calibration, a simple method of zeroing
and ranging the seven stages was developed. This method consisted of passing filtered
air through all stages and zeroing by adjusting the voltage input to each photomultiplier
tube. A clear lucite strip was placed in the sample and light stream to range the
instrument. With the lucite strip in place, the maximum-range indication was set at
100 on the 100-scale of the meter when the optical-filter plate was not in place.

Field-Stud,,

Two field trips were made to Otis Air Force Base, Falmouth, Massachusetts, in
the sumnmer of 1963 to check the operation of the light-scatte ring impactor irt fog.
During the field trips it was soon determined that the maximum fog light -scattering
reading would be about 1 /100 of our maximum range setting with th~e optical-filter plate
in place. With this information, it became apparent that the optical filter would not be
required. Since the above ranging method required that all stages be separated from
each other in order to insert the lucite strip, a second method of ranging was devised.
With this method it was feasible to zero and range without disturbing the stages. The
procedure consisted of using filtered air to zero all stages by adjustment of voltage
input to each photomultiplier tube, and then ranging Stage 1, using the lucite strip, at
100 on the 100 percent scale by Adjustment of photomultiplier outpui2. Stage 1, at the
top of the stack of !stages, was the only stage accessib'Z ;or insertion of the lucite strip
(without disassembling). Therefore, the other stages were ranged by adjustment~ of the
photomuitiplier output to the sa-ne vAlue as indicated by Stage 1 whil.e cigarette smoke
in the room wafj drawn into the system through a selective 5-micron filter. Stages 6 and
7 required a reduction in flow (25 inches on vacuum gauge) before the entire sample
would pass through these btages withcul collecting on the slides. Then the ranges were
set the same 43s indicated by Stage !.

Field viork indicated that, with fog~, the meter output was approximately couble
that prior to fog formation. During one dense foil, Stage I output increased by a factor
oi (our. Dt~ring the f~cld work there we~re ondy iive periods of fog and three periods of
mist and fog~ combined. Henc~e, data collection was limited.

The light-scatterxrng .rnpact.,r was compared with other xnstrum'. nts (capillary
collector &nd J-W liquid-water meter) only near the end of the field trials when just ma.st
or wet foil was present. The light- scatte ring impactor followed trends of the J-W meter
more closely than it did th.- capillary collector, which suggests that large droplets
either werr. ttot mrnset4 or did not pass into 'he light -scattering chambers. However, z
tames a much higher reading was obtained than was indicated by the cApillary coiileclor.
This reverse trend may hte the result of air bubbles thaz collected in the capillary
systerr, most of the tame.
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During the first month of field work, the light-scattering impactor gave a steady
reading on all stages. However, on Stages 6 and 7, meter irndicatioz.,s we! e too tow to
be read satisfactorily. Therefore, the instrument was made more sensitive for the
aecond field tri4 in September, 1963. UnflLunately, there was no fog to check the
response. However, when sampling outside air, the response pulsated and was esti-
mated at four times the original sensitivity. This estimate was made by comparison of
the indications before and after sensitivity changes of outside air and also the increase
associa'.ed with airplanes taxiing down the adjacent runway. Although the indicator
circuitýy was capable of much more sensitivity, all seven stages could not be zeroed
and ranged at greater sensitivity, probably because of stray light. Also, it ,,)pears
that photomultiplier differences are sufficient to make calibration tedious at higher sen-
sitivity. It also became apparent that the slightly different photomultiplier tubes aged
differently.

Two major difficulties with the light-scattering impactcr in the field were failure
of the 50-candl' power bulbs and the tedious work of zeroing and ranging all seven
sta.ges. A short laboratory study indicuted that heat was a cause of early failure of the
100-hour-rated 50-cp bulbs. A solution was believed to have been found during the
September field work with the installation of 3Z-candlepo-wer bulbs, which have a
rated life of 200 hours. During the final week of operation there were not bulb failures
Another major problem was that the forward-light-scattering impactor appeared not to
see droplets estimated to be larger than 100 microns. A minor problem of pulsations
that are ampliiied by the more sensitive circuit should be resolved. It is believed that
these pulsations can be reduced by a dampened circuit or by focusing the light scattered
from it itrger sample.

Investigation of 45-Degree Light Scattering

After the instrument was returned from the field, light scattering at an angle of
45 degreen, as suggested by Dr. J. R. Hodkinson, at that time of the School of
Medicine p University of Rochester*, was investigated.

In this short study, thrte light-scattering conditions were compared. (Forward
light scattering is defined as 0 degrees). The conditions investigated were light scat-
tering irom 45 degrees, 90 degrees, and nearly forwrrd light scattering of about 20
degrees. It was advisable at this stage to determine the benefits associated with higher
sensitivity and linear reation for large and small particles for these light-scattering
angles. It was also advisable to determine whether the various arrangements could be
readily incorporated in the present seve.,-ttage light-scattering imoactor. Figure I1
is a sketch showing the angles investigated.

For this ,,,)rk, three fiber optics of incoherenz bundles, 1/8-inch iii diamrter and
18 inches lo.g, were obtavied from the Bausch and Lomb Company. The bundles are
composed of 10-micron-diameter tibers. A 3-foot length of fiber transmitted slightlN
more than 50 percent o0 the light entering the fiber bundle. Light was emitted from the
fiber b.indie at about a 20-degree cone angle. This angle made it advisable to use a lens



to focus the light where needed. An optical bench was used to determine a satisfactory
lens arrangement that would accommodate the 45- and 90-degree light-scattering angles
of interest. Simple lenses were not satisfactory in the envisioned application. How-
ever, duplex and triplex lenses were satisfactory and eliminated troublesome diffraction
rings.

A stage of the original three-stage light-scattering impactor was revised to
accommodate fiber optics and both 45- and 90-degree light-scattering angles. The
results of trials showed that transmitted light was only 0. 07 of that emitted from the
present forward-light-scattering impactor arrangement. This great difference results
in part from the fact that with 45- and 90-degree scattering only a small conical section
is viewed, while with forward scattering the entire conical toroid :,a observed.

Because an entirely new and better lens system would be required for all seven
stages, the use of 45- and 90-degree light scattering was not considered economically
feasible. Bated on this limited investigation, no advantages were apparent during
studies at these angles, as sensitivity was less and mass indication was no better
than for forward scattering, even though less background light is associatc,-d with 90-
deiree anisies. However, fiber optics was satisiactory when used with the present
fcrward-light- sc attering impactor.

Improved Automatic Field Irnstrunent

Improvements included the use of single 'amp and single photomultiplier tubes
with the aid of fiber optics in conjunction with a mechanical motion to index the appro-
priate stage in jiequence. Electronic improvements included removing the four ranges
and incorporating a printout device that monitored the outputs of: (1) each stage; (2) a
calibrated light source; and (3) type instrument's dark current. Figures I and 2 show the
various parts of the fully automatic light-scattering cascr.,e impactor.

Fber O2 tic5

Fiber optics were studied to reduce the number of lamps and photomrultiplier tubes
required. The seven lamps and seven photomultiplier tubes caused considerable practi-
cal trouble during field work at Otis Air Force Base becausc as a lamp would burn out
realignment of a new lamp and optics was required to zero and range the stage. Other
difficulties were apparent because individual photomultiplier tubes and individual lamps
were slightly different and were aged differently.

Fiber optics of 1/8-inch diameter and 18-inch length of Bau,,ch and Lomb's latest
design were used. However, fabrication of the cycling device was finished before the
fiber optics were received. These fiber optics had to be returned as they did not meet
-specifications and would not fit. When the requested fiber optics arrived their ends
were not cut and polished. Because time was running #S•ort they were used as received.

Cyclirj Mechanism

An c.,'t-station Geneva Motion and a 3-rpm motor were arranged to move hie
&amp in front of the seven f.c,'r optics and, at th- same time, tihe arrangement or-ented
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.he photomultiplier in front of corresponding light-pickup fiber optics. The eighth
position was a blank where no light reached the photomultiplier; hence, only the instru-
ment electronic dark current was recorded. Figure 2 shows this cycling mechanism.

The fiber optics were sealed and positioned by rubber sleeves that fastened onto
the light-scattering units. At the lamp end, the fiber optics were retained by snap
rings. At the photomultipliei end, both 0 rings and snap rings were used to seal and
retain fiber optics.

Photomultiplie r

Both 931A and IP21 photomultiplier tubes were used. Because of lack of funds
and time, it was decided to complete calibration of the instrument with the 93IA photo-
multiplier tube. Thiq tube was les' sensitive to light saturation and could stand ten
times the anode current. Hence, it was more readily incorporated in the instrumert,

but at a sacrifice of sensitivity.

Lamp

The lamp source initially used, 50- and 32-candlepower spotlight bulbs, was
replaced by cne 8-volt, 50-watt Phillip bulb, made in Holland. This projector bulb,
which has a reflective ::oating on the outside, has a built-in lens. Since the bulb's
ratcd life is short, to increase bulb life only 6 volts were applied to the filament. The
bulb at this voltage was operated continuously for 6 weeks without showing signs cf
failure. However, ;,,,'ing intermittent operation the reflective coating cracked. To
correct this condition the bulb was wrapped with aluminum foil.

Electronic s

The electronics of 'he old instrument was revised and made as simple as practical
to eliminate the previous four rarnges. A digital voltryiete" (Hewlett Pac ard No. 405
'P dc meter) was connected in their place to provide a full range. Aloc, clips for
resistors were placed in the stray-light circuits. These could be used with appropriate
one percent resistors to take the place of optical filters by reducing sensitivity without
overloading the photomultiplier. For the sake of expediency, the resistors were not
used. Instead, optical filters that reduce sensitivity were placed in front of the lamp
fiber optics of Stages I through 5. Botii Stages 6 ani 7 were left in the most sen"itive
arrangement without optical filters.

A Hewlett Packard 'igita" '-ecorder No. 561 BR was used to print the voltage
equiva'ent to each stage of light scattering. One side of the digital recorder was
vacant anu the light-scattering indicator was rearranged to fit into this space. A flex-
ible shait connected the Goneva Motion mechantvim woh an right-position rotar:" switch
in the Indicator section. This switch was connected to the stray-light adjustment of
each stage. Ax inst.1led, thv original stray-light-adju.tment potentiometers result in
a coarse adjustment, and therefore were -vot vsed during calhbration.
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Calibration

Calibration was accomplished by utilizing a ncbulizer to produce droplets that
contained a fluorescent tracer. Three materials were combined to make the tracer
solution: (1) dibutyl phthalate; (2) MDAC tracer purchased from Carlisle Chemical
Works, Inc., Reading, Ohio; and (3, Fluorol 7GA tracer from General Aniline and
Film Corporation, N. Y. The solution composition was 98. 5 percent dibutyl phthalate,
"1. 4 percent MDAC tracer, and 0. 1 percent Fluorol 7GA tracer. The mean diameter of
droplets was 2. 5 micrns. Droplets of this solution were introduced into various
amounts of filtered air that was drawn through the light-scattering irmpactor. By using
various impactor stages ahead of the instrument, it was possible to vary the size and
quantity of aerosol observed by the instrument. Analyses of the collected tracer on
each stage and -n the absolute filter gave a measurement of the aerosol mass in grams.
Since the impactor samples at a known flow rate, the results were plotted in grarrs per
cubic meter for the various voltages associated with the ;orward-light scattered for
each stage. There was no radical difference in light scattering between stages because
all stages see the smallest dropiets.

:n operation, Stige ') is not a light-scattering stage and is used to remove the
plus-1 6 -micron sizes. St.ges 1 through 7 are light-scattering stages. Stages I
through 6 indicate particles of -16, -8, -4, -2, -1, and -0.5-micron sizes, respec-
tively. Stage 7 is a reference used to indicate the condition of the light source and
photoirultiplier. Stage 8 permits no light to reach the photomd.Itiplier; therefore, it is
a refirence stage that indicates both the elec.tronic dark current of the instrument and
the photomultiplier condition. The indications of all eight stages are recorded every
cycle of 2 minutes and 4 seconds' duration.

Figure 3 shows the calibration curves for each stage. The voltage produced by
light scattering is interpreted in terms of grams o, droplets per cubic nmeter of air
sam•pled. The impactL r samples at the rate of 12. 5 liters of air per minute.

Furth,::- mprovement of Li ht-Scattering Cascade Impactor

Efforts recommended to 4qip-ove the light-scattering impactor, but not covered
by this contract, are as follows:

(1) Polish fiber-optic ends.

(1) Investigate the optimum shape of fiber-optic ends.

(3) Record the digital-voltmeter calibration voltage at intervals.

(4) Record an indication of the voltage applied t,, the photomultiplier at
intervals

(S) D•.ve1op a better flow pattern so thit no aerosol circulates in the cone
sect'on of the light -scattering thambers.

(a) Use, possibly, filtered-air bleed into the cone sect'on to prevent
circ-lat ion.
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(b) Redesign lens system to eliminate cone sections.

(6) Modernize the electronics, including solid-state devices.

(7) Revise the system so that the photomultiplier output circuit is
instantaneous inptead of involving a 7-second lag.

(8) Use neutral-density or other appropriate filters if required.

(9) Investigate the use of smooth-acting stepping switches instead of
Geneva Motion to move irom stage to stage. It is believed that the
jarring motion of some presezt-day stepping switches would not be
compatible with the presently arranged lamp or photomultiplier
tube. However, with the use of stepping switches, any sequence
of stages could be recorded.

(10) Investigate fast scanning of stages with either direc:, printout or
memory storage and then printout. It would be necessary to devise
a fast-responding circuit for this application.

(11) Incorporate in the instrument one or more stages whiere the maximum
light-scattering angle could be determined and recorded. Since the
angle of maximum light given off varies for different naterials, the
m•,ximum light angle would distinguish betwien droplet3 and dust or
various nuclei material.

CONDENSATION-NUCLEI COUNTING

Small particles less than 1 micron in diameter in the atmosphere serve as
nuclei for- condensation of water in the formation of fog. However, their specific role
has been illusive because instrumentation to monitor the cothcentrations of nuclei of
different sizes has not been available.

The work described in this section was aimtsd at devising a laboratory instrument
that would record the concentrations of particles in several size ranges small.r than
0. 1 micron, based on an electrostatic-precipitation principle. Particles betwee.n 0. 1
and I micron, which also se've as condcnsation nuclei, are tiot measurable by this
technique.

During this program, an apparatus was assembled to charge and precipitate con-
dencation nuclei in such a way that the amount of current accompanying the precipitation
would depentd on the concentration of nuclei. Although a relatively high backgrouno C'Ur-
rent was observed, presumably due to small ions not completely removed by an -ion
trap, the general approach was shown to have merit.

Two alternatives are possible. All nuttei can be charged to thl. same Pol..r.y,
an approach that should give th: instrume.nt h.gh sensitivit,. The !aboratory apparatus
was constructed on this basis. H-owever, interfering background-ion current was er.-
countered. On the other hand, nuclei can be brought into equilibrium with i controlled
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ion atmosphere produced by a radioactive source. Though basically less sens'itive,
this system might not have the difficulty with background-ion currents, and it siould
be investigated before a choice is made between the two systems.

Electrostatic Precipitation

Electrostatic precipitation can form the basis for an automatic instrument for
measuring the concentration of different-sized condensation nuclei in the atmosphere.
The characteristic of the nuclei used to differentiate between sizes would be their
mobility when charged and exposed to an electric field. Small nuclei, each carrying
one electronic unit of clharge, would move to a collection electrode more rapidly than
similarly charged large nuclei. This effect can be used to cause different sizes of
nuclei to collect on different electrodes in such a way that the electrical current from
each electrode is a measure of the concentratien of nuclei of a particular rize.

In such a device it is important that all of the nuclei be charged, or at least that
a known fraction be charged. This is not true of nuclei in the atmosphere; many are
uncharged, and the relative numbers chargea to positive and negative polarities vary
widely. Accordingly, it is necessary to treat the nuclei in :some manner to bring them
to a known state of charge.

Two states of charge are desirable for the design of nucleus counters: (1) all of
the nuclei are chareed to one polarity; or (2) some are charged positively, some nega-
tively, and some are uncharged, with the relative number in each group known and not
varying. Monopolar charging of the condensation nuclei should make possible an
instrument of higher sensitivity, but a special type oi charging unit would have to be
used to avoid deposition of the nuclei in the charging none. Bringing the nuclei to a
known distribution of charges would lead to an instrument having lower sensitivity, *'ut
a simpler charging unit could be used.

Both instruments would have two parts, a charging section and it precipitation
section, but they would be quite different for the two approaches. The cdarging sec°.ion
to achieve monupolar charging could be a duct through which air plssei as it .Ioves
toward the precipitation zone, the duct containing corona wires or other Arrangements
to provide a supply of ions of one polarity that would charge condensation nuclei by a
diffusion-charging process. In the second approach, bipolar charging, the charging
rone would be a chamber through which the air passes slowly and is exposed to both
post'srve and negative ions produced by alpha- or beta-particle showtcrs. The concen-
tration of ion.s would be high enough that the nuclei would reach an equilibrium distri-
bution during their time in the charging zone.

The precipitation section in both cames would consist of a laminar-I'ow duct of
rectangular cross section with top and bottom plates being formed from pairs of elec-
trodes for imposing a field and receiving charged nuclei of various mobilities. In the
bipolar approach, the quantity measured to indicate concentration of nuclei of a given
size wotild be the total current flownlg to o:,e of a pair of electrodes. The minimum
concentration detectable would be determined by the background current flowing between
the two electrodes due to sons produced in th,- duct by cosmic rays and radioactive
centaminants and by leakage curr#.nis in the insulators qupportng the electrodes. In
the monopelar approach, the total amouint of current flowing to each pair Af electrodrs
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",,•,ould serve as the measure of nucleus concentration, and ions produced by cosmic r- Ys
or ifloactive contaminants or leakage currents would not appear as background cur-
irtnt. Thus, this approach should have much higher sensitivity. Because the higher
isensitivity promised to ease several practical problems, it was d&.cided to construct an

instrument based on monopolar charging. Unfortunately, unexpected side effects en-
countered witn the monopolar-charging device seriously interfere with the measure-
ment, and in future work it would be well to reconsider the choice of approach.

The possibility of measuring concentrations of several sizes of condensation
nuclei in this type of instrument depends on the ability to ,,?arate the different drift
paths for nuclei havi.ig different mobilities. This separat'on could be made most ef-

fectively if the condensation nuclei are injected into the precipitation duct in a thin
lamina of air, the rest of the air flowing into tht duct being nuclei free. However,
even with the duct filled with air containing charged nuclei, a reasonable separation into
three sizes of nuclei can be achieved. Since the larger nuclei have the lowest mobility,

they are the mnosi difficult to -- ecipitate. Most of that effort on this project was con-
cerned with devising techniques ior measuring concentrations of such larger nuclei.

That done, design of an instrument to measure three ranges would be relatively
straightforward.

Basic Instrument Concept

In its simplest form, the condensation-nucleus counter would consist of a duct
through which the air to be sampled would be passed, the . ;ct containing a char;ing

section and a precipitation section. As indicated previously, the charging section
would expose the condensation nuclei to ions of one polarity produced in a corona dis-

charge, so that the nuclei ,would become charged by an ion-dilfh iion process. To dif-

fereal iate between different-sized nuclei, all nuclei of a given sis, •'ould be charged
to the same level, preferably one electronic rharge per nucleus.

The precipitation section of the duct would consist of a seri,,-, of electtrodes to
provide the field to precipitate the charged nuclei. The elect:odet, also would be con-
nected to sensitive c~rrent-measuring devices, so that the current produced by the flow
uf charged nuclei to the electrodes would he a measure of the concentration of nuclei

in each size or mobility range. The number of size ranges that can be resolved wouid

depend on (1) the noise level and drift rate of current-sensing devices (electrometers),
(W. the noise level of the precipitation section of the duct, (3) the volumne of air to be

sampled, and (4) the minimum concentration of nuclei to be di.&tected. It appears that
a reasonably sized instrument co•ild measure nuclei concentrationi n three size rangOs,

less than 0. 01 micron, G. 01 to 0.03 micron, and 0. 03 to 0. 1 rnicrcn. Particles or

ruclei larger than 0. 1 micron should be rerrived by an imrpaction stale, otherwise they

would lead to ambiguous results because they have mobilities dupctcatng those of

sm•ller nuclei.

Preciptea ion Section

One of the major difficulties in measuring small curre-s re,:t"; 4rorn. the

precipitation of charged condensation nuclei is that in general the precipitation duct also

act* as a conventionat toniaZton Aambcr, and the c-urrent measured is a combinaxion



of nuclei current and background-ionization current. By going to monopolar charging
of the nuclei, it is possible to use an arrangement th&.t Largely cli-ninater this ioiza-
tion-chamber effect and also reduces the problems associated with adequately insulat-
iL & the precipitation electrodes.

Figure 12 is a sketch of this arrangement that shows the negative e'ectrodes
forming the main duct of the precipitation section with a positive electrode inside and
a grounded shield outside. Positively charged nuclei will be precipitatPd on the outer
electrodes and their charges will produce a reading on the electrometer. However, an
alphat-particle moving through the region between the electroder (a frequent occurrence
in any enclosure of a size practical for this work) will produce large numbers of posi-
tive and negative ions, but these will deposit on the inner And out-,; r electrodes in equal
numbers so as to produce no reading on the electrometer.

Similarly, ihe insulators supporting the inner electr -de maintained a: a high
potential can be "leaky" without producing any effect on the electrwmeter. The chief
source of Larkground curtent w'i& be ion flow avd in#ulator leakage b, tween the outer
electrodes and the grounded duct; however, the potential differenci, between these two
surfaces is never more than a small fraction of a volt, so the background current can
be kept small.

Initial trials of precipitation sections of this general design showed that nuclei
currents as small as 10- 14 ampere could be measured using a vacuum-tube 3lectrom-
eter, such as the Keitbley 600A. Tbis current w uld be equivalent to about 63,000
nuclei per second, each carrying one electronic charge, depositing on the electrodes.
Assuming that the measurement of concentrations in the neighborhood of 630 nuclei
per cubic centimeter wouid be adequate in an instrament of this type, a volume flow
rate of 100 cm 3 /sec would be required.

To collect nuclei between 0. 03 and 0. I-micron diameter (the most difficult to
collect), the largest fields possible should be used. However. a self-contained (not
U:.-powered) voltage supply is essential. A reasonable compromise was 900 volts
(three 300-volt batteries) across a 1-centimeter spacing. At a field strength, E, of
900 volts/cm, the sideways velocity oi a 0. 1-micron-diamete- nucleus having a
mobility, M, of 8 x 10-r cm/sec/volt/cm would be:

.3 z ME

- (8 x I0"5) (900)

- 7. Z x 10.4 cm/sec.

To keep length reasonahle, the average air velocity should be low; 5 cm/sec was
chosen. The length. L, would then be:

Va
L x--'-S

V
whe ro;

VA-• ir velocaty, 5 cmisec

Vs sideways velocity, 7. 2 x 10"L cm' sec
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S = distance between electrodes, 1 cm

L = 72x5 -Z= 69 crn.
7. 2 x 10" 6

At a velocity oz 5 cm/sec and a flow rate of 100 cr 3 /sec, the cross-section area would
be Z0 cruZ. Twn ducts, baLk-to-back, each 10 centimeters wide and I centimeter he-
Itween electrodes, would have the desired cross-sectional area.

Figure 13 is a cross-sectional sketch of the precipitation zone. The two inner
du:ts were fabricated from sheet aluminum an, lucite insulators. Th,'se ducts and the
battery box attached to them were held inside the grounded outer shield with polystyrtne
insulators. A shielded connection was made between the duct and a Keithiey 600A elec-
trometer operating on its most sensitive ammeter scale. where full scale is I0-13 amp.
The electrometer output was fed to a Bausch and Lomb V. 0. M. recorder. The back-
groind current, which was relatively constant and approximately 1. 5 x ;0-14 ampev-e,
was suppressed with the electrometer zero setting. In operation, there was no indica-
tion of the unwanted current p:Ises due to alpha- particle ioniration.

Charging Section

The precipitation section previously described requires that all nuclei be charged
to one polarity, or that if some nuclei remain uncharged, the fraction of uncharged
nuclei of ýin. given size be k-nown an! remain constant. Since condensation nuclei do
not natural'; have such a charge distribution, some type of chargitig procedure is
needed. The only practAcal way to cha:ýge the nuclei is Ly means of small ions, and the
easiest way to get an-pit quantities of small ions of one polarity is by a corona
dischargi'.

The charging of submnicron particles such as condenoation nuclei by ion diffusion
or other processes that may bc active whe-n stch particles are exposed to a corona dis-
charge has not been studied well enough to predict the results thiat wilt be obtained for
any given• seC of conditions. It seems certain that there must exist values for the
parameters ot time, ion concentration, and field strength, such that essentially all con-
densation nuclei will becorrie charged to one pola-.,ty. Since knowledge of what the-e
values may be was, lacking, it was decided to explore possible chargna arrAngements
that it was hoped w,..uld produce useful results.

A po•isble difficulty with charging bv meains of a corona discharge is that the high
fields produceJ would tend to piecipit~tv out amy o! the smanalr charged nucle-i btore
they could be conveyed to the precipitation se tion of the tnstrume"rt. To avoid this dif-
fikulty, cl}srgtng units were designed that wou'd produce large quantities o4 ioins with-
out exposing Oho nuclek to large fields.

figure 14 ts a sketch of the type of %chargtng unit ted isi rv~er*1 modifications in
!h-.* applicalen. The idea hore sq to provtdc in the du- a region ot high ion orna
#,on ow relaftvly low field strength. A vigoroms corana dischn.rge is mairtnairted in -he
two chambers shown an•d ton* diffuse thro.ligh the prforar'ed duct walls. To increase
the namber of ions available *n chargo tvxu lei in -'' cvr'tral dt. an alttrniing poteri--
I.al difference is applied b-pa-aven *he two Pides of the 3~c.To athiev.e ; axin-



efficiency in extracting ions, a square vave potential was applied with an amplitude
and frequency suci' that the ions would be moved a significant fraction of the duct width,
but the~ most mobile nuclei, which have a mobility less than one-tenth that of small ions,
would not be greatly affected.

One undesired effect observed with this and other corona charging devices is that
the ion current from the corona wires produces an ion wind that disturbs the laminar
flow of air in the du -t. Reducing the corona current to low values - less than 70 naicro-
amperes for the charging section ghov.,n -- and inserting air guides between the charging
section and the precipitation section appeared to control this effect.

Experimental Resv~lts

The charging and precipitation sections .4ere put togetho'r with a section of duct
containing two plates ai ranged to produce a field across the duct and remove small
ions anc4 the smaller condensation nuclei. The plates were 10 centimeters long and were
spaced Z cesitimeters apart; a potential difference of 90 volts was maintained between

ein. This ,On trap was designed to reinove all small ions plus nuclei having mobili-
tics greater ýh&n about 10-2 cm/sec/volt/cm, cquivaent to nuclei about 10-?- microns
and smaller in diamieter. In this experimental arrangement, all larger nuclei would be
collected in the single -precipitation section. 11f favorable results were obtained with
this arrangement, the next step would bc construction of a three-range nucleus counter.

The input of the device w~as fed room air pumped with a Jiaphragm pump to roughly
Z atmospheres prtssure, ard passed through a criti&cal flow impactor with a cutoff near
0. 1 micron. Provision was made to rec~rculate air thro'.gh the arrangement so th"tt
some indication would he gained of the fraction of the nuclei removed in a single pass.
This was done because it wats ieared that limiting the corona current t: avoid ion-wind
turbu'Lance would prevenit charging of all the nuclei in one pass.

As is often the case when working with extremely small currents, numerous
oractical difficulties w-ere encountered in putt ing this laboratory arrangement into oper-
atiorn. Most of these difficultiest were overcome and will not be- recounted here. How-
evfer, ,nue relatively serious problem casts i-Zs s'vadow over the general monopolar ap-
proach an~d it will be discussed.

Figmre 15 to a reprndvction of the recording for a run mAde when the device was
working well. When. the P-ir Hlow wait begun but the charging section not operating, the
vele'tkometer reading rema:1ned near z~ero. When the charging sectl iol itws turned on,
the current rose steadily An~d leveled ;-if. A valve wasn then. turned so that the air hais
recirc-ilated. The electrometer readinq pron'ptiv dropp-d niotiirably And again loveted
off. This result was tinexpected. It wos expected that when the air was recir;cidated
the reading would drop slowly, cxpnintWA&ll~, indicating that A fractiorl o'f the nilclei
present we-re being charged" with r-ach P1As untit finally all ot the njrcei were Precipi-
ta*.cd. Instead, !-.e iact IhAt the rooading leveled off a *cccr.1 'ime indi~cates that Charge
wa~k reaching t~re precipl.-ation 3pttimn in Rot'e Otner form in addition to charged nuclei.
Ai'ho.mgh not definitelv - T ablix ted~, it is oresutned tha! this additional % arge ks in -h

Irm. Of itrnt not removed by the ion- trarl.



Although the mobility of small ions is often given as a single value in the neighbor-
hood of 2 cm/sec/volt/cm, the movement of ions through the air is a random process
and some few ions will lag behind the majority. It is believed that these ions, far out
on the tail of the distribution curve describing the rate of movement o. a large number
of ions, produced the continuing high electrometer reading.

The possibility of merely compensating for this high background level was con-
sidered. Tests showed that it varied somewhat lrom day to day. This might still be
handled by frequent checks of a zero level, but two serious questions remained:

(1) Would this background ion current completely obscure readings for
the normally lower nuclei content of outside air?

(M) Would not this background current be even larger for other st;.ges added
to capture cmaller, more mobile nuclei?

Assuming the final current can be subtracted from the initial current, an estim'ate
of nucleus concentration can be made. For this run, the electrometer was olierated at
orie-tenth its highest sensitivity and a full-scale recorder readin.3 was equivalent to
I(-'?amperes. The difference between the readings before and after recirculating the
air is about 1.4 x 10-13 ampere which, at the flow rate used (100 cm 3 /sec), would be
equivalent to 3900 nuclei/cm 3 . Most runs that appeared at all reliat.le gave concentra-
tion levels in this general neighborhood or higher, which is reasonable for the type of
atmosphere being sampled.

There is a possibility that variations in the design of the charging section and ion
trap woild reduce the undesirable background current. A long, low-field ion trap might
remove more of the ions without significantly reducing the nucleus concent ration.
Depletion of funds prevented investigation of such variations.

Whether or not a bipolar approach would suffer a similar difficulty is problenlati-
cal. It woulzi appear that to bring positively and negatively cnarged nuclei to an equili-
brium state might require a radioactively produced ion atmosphere only two or three
times as concentrated as a normal ion atmosphere. If true, such a concentration would
not be expected to produce a large background current.
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APPENDIX I

OPERATING iNsrRUCTIONS FOR
LIGHT-SCATTERING CASCADE IMPACTOR

Automatic Recording

The instrument automatically records the mass of droplets in six size ranges,
size being expressed as a minus quantity (e. g., -4. 0-micron size). The eight light -

scattering stages provide the following information:

Stage 8 - Reference stage; indicates r -ierence voltage of 0. 025.
(dark current - no light reaches photomultiplier tube)

Stage - Reference stage; indicates condition of lamps and
photornultiplier tube

St_ýae6 - Recording 3tage; -0. 5-micron particles

Stage 5 - Recording stage; -1. 0-micron particles

Stage 4 - Recording stage; -2. 0-micron particles

Stage 3 - Recording stage; -4. 0-micr-)n particles

Stage 2 - Recording stage; -8. 0-microrn particles

Stage I - Recording stage; -lb. 0-micron particles

Stage 0 - No light scattering; removes particles above 1b microns.
S'irce the size of particles above 16 microns would be

unknown and light sca-tering is a function of surface area,
light- scattering data for this sti -, designed to remove
particles larger than 16 mi rons, would be of iittle value.

Start U1.

(11 Switch or voltzneter

( ') Switch voitmeter to a.ýtomatic

(3) Switch on indicator

(41 Plug In lt~

(5) Put S -Ymicron filter on inlet

(6) Pnit ab.volkte fiiter o'rn 5-micron filter

'7) Plug in vacýu':n pknp. 1rt r ir 45 minute a
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(8) Press digital voltmeter-calibration button and adjust to 7.43 volts

(9) Insert banana plug in indicator Ground and "V" volt sockets

(10) Set indicator to 0.660 volt by turning coi.rse and fine gain knobs

(11) Place banana plug in PM and Ground sockets

(12) Plug in motor

(13) Switch on motor

(14) Switch on recorder

(15) Set recorder print at 1 (single space)

(16) Switch on recorder print.

Adjustment

(17) Recheck voltmeter calibration (7.43 volts).

(18) Check referenm.e v•ltage (0. 025 volt) Stage 8. Should be constant
+ 0. 010. If riot in this range. after warm up:

(a) Check and correct electronics
or (b) Make compensation for difference.

(19) Recheck indicator; reading should be 0. 060 volt. At this setting

the photomultiplier tube, 93iA, receives 1,000 volts.

(20) Adjust voltage output of Stage 7 with the instrument and vacuum

pump operatng to 0. 250 volt by moving lamp in or out as tequired.

Note: For all reference readings, only absolute, filtered air should
flow thr:-,ugh the stages.

Dailv Service

(Z 1) Remove porouN And class impnFctor glid#,* and washi in dý.!s:tlled
water to rerricve material tiep,)*ted on sl'deo.

(12) Remove all-glass filter and note if inoist; if moist, rerrove And
clean more frequently. Diterite . r other incisture-absorbing
material can be used above and on the ill-k!asp filter.
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APPENDIX II

DESCRIPTION OF BASIC INSTRUME',:TS - CASCADE IMPACTOR
"AND ',ORWARD- LIGHT- SCATTERING PENETROMETER

The Battelle Cascade Impactor*

TIe Battelle Cascade Impactor was dtiveloped between 195L and 1956 for the U. S.
Army's Fort Detrick. It has been used extensively 'n determining the size and amount
of aerosols deposited in the respiratory trict and in calibration of therapeutic nebultzers
It is now being used in the determination of aerosol-particle size in air-pollution studies.

It was developed as a result of previous work at Battelle for the Wright Air Devel-
opment Center on the effect of oil-droplet size on combustion in military jet engines.

During that research certain deficiencies of the impactors then available were observed
which led to the development work for Fort Detrick.

The impactor operates on the principle that particles in a moving air stream wiUl
impact upon a slide placed in their path provided the inertia of the particles is sufficient
to overcome the drag exerted by the air stream that inust pass around the slide.

Figure 16 is a drawing showing how the cascade impacto- classifies particles of
different sizes. As the moving particles approach the slide in the impactor, the iarger
particles approach the slide in the impactor, the larger particles impact on the slide,
while the smaller particles are carried around the Elide by the drag force of the air
stream. Because each jet is smaller than the preceding one, the velocity of the air
stream is Increased as the aerosol passes through the various stages of the impactors,
and a complete size classification of the particles is achieved. Submicron particles
that are too small to impact on the last stage are collected on a high-efficiency filter.

The itnpactor is operated in an upright position and leakage etxween stages is pre-

vented by O-ring seals. This imnpactor has a volurre flovw, rate of 1'. 5 liters of air per

minute and requires a vacuum source of about 17 inches of mercury vacium.

The imnpactor covers the size range from submicron to about 30 microns. The

cut-off size of the first stage es"r'6 microns, %nd all ptrticls larger than 20 microns

Are collected on this stake. The collection efficiency of the complete cascade 1m11pctor

is essentrallv 100 percent. The only material not removed ,:xo: the air stream t. the

'x!rernelv , ma|! particles that manage to pass through the high-efficteticy 10lter. rhe
cut-off size (or each stage is inversely proportional to tht square -rot of thc- 0i!

the particle. The Battelle cascadc -.mpactor was especially de.,'ned to iinimrize Aall

loss and to obtain a sharp cla•sification of particlrs on each iipactkon stage. A c.Alt-

t2ration of the cascade -nmpactor ti r:ot rcquired so long an the ,orifce diameters -it. I

flow rate are held to a rigid lolerArce.
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The Naval Research Laboratory Forward-Light-
Scattering Penetrometer*

The Naval Research Laboratory light-scattering device was developed in the 1940's
and was described in NRL Report P-2642, Development of Smoke Penetration Meters,
by H. K. Knudson and Locke White, Ens. U. S. N. R., dated September 14, 1945. Ad-
ditional information is contained in a paper by Joseph K. Thompson, NRL, entitled
"Determination of Aerosol Size Distributions by Jet Impactor - Light Scattering Tech-
nique". This device and subsequent models have been extensively used te evaluate the
effectiveness of filters used by the armed forces.

The Naval Research Laboratory light-scattering device is shown in Figure 17.
This is a forward-light-scattering instrument. The light is produced by a 6-volt, 50-
,;andle-power automobile-spotlight bulb. Power is supplied by a 110-volt-input and
6-volt-output Solar constant-voltag- transformer. The light passes through condenser
lenses were a movable optical filter is usAd to reduce light for high range. A black
spot is located on one condenser lens aj shown. The black spot prever. a light from
reaching the photomultiplier tube unless particles are present near the light focal point
at the location of optical light chopper. A lens at the photomuItiplier end of the aerosvl
chamber aids in focusing aerosol at the optical light chopper on to the photomultiplier
tube. Voltage to the phctomultiplier is regulated at about 700 volts d. c The output of
the photomultiplier is indicated on a microammeter through range switches of 0. 1, 1. 0,
and 100 percent readings. Aerosol is drawn into the chamber past the optical light
chopper through a flow control and vacuum pump. The instrument has a sensitivity of
about 104 p~rticles per liter tor dioctylphthalate aerosol of 0. 3-micron diameter.
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FIGURE~. 1. AU rOKIATIC FIELD INSTRU)JENt
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